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Introduction

Much of the urgent promise that performance 
holds in these challenging times is as a catalyst 
for genuine and new acts of witnessing, and 
of being witnessed, in the mutual presence of 
those whom we may have passed by, whether 
by choice, habit, or because we have not yet 
been afforded the opportunity to connect"

— Derek Goldman, 2017

"
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        Elain Scarry dives into this phenomenon 
in his book Body in Pain by arguing pain 
itself is resistant to language. He even goes 
on and argue on pain’s “un-shareability” 
by stating “Our recognition of its power to 
end madness is one of the ways in which, 
knowingly or unknowingly, we acknowledge 
its power to end all aspects of self and world 
(Scarry, 1985)”. Yet, we still have a need to 
express them. Our need to present pain, be 
that in its simple form of verbal utterance, 
such as screaming, or a more complicated 
form, such as arts, is, at the end, a deeply 
rooted biological need to seek help and warn 
others of danger. “The expression of pain is 
a fundamental method of asking for help; an 
affect warning the ego of the danger of the 
loss of an object” (Szasz, 1957). Elain Scarry, 
who regards physical pain as the thing that 
“ends all aspects of self and world”, adds on a 
third explanation for the expression of pain by 
viewing the process of making (creating) as 
a necessity against pain’s deconstruction on 
self. “[Imagination] though may sometimes 
be inferior to naturally occurring objects, 
they will always be superior to naturally 
occurring objectlessness” (Scarry, 1985). 
By acknowledging the limitation of the act 
of creation, being that one cannot regain 
what was lost, one is also accepting the 

tragic connotation, which is prominent in 
almost all forms of arts, brought on by such 
unconcealable lost. 

        However, I may argue just because 
linguistic language alone is inadequate to 
forge the bridge does not necessarily mean 
the bridge itself does not exist. Scenography 
can be used as an exploration on the ways 
of seeing and ways of discourse with the 
spectator, a “scenic writing” (Aronson, 2018, 
1-15) for ‘spatial poetry’ (McKinney and 
Butterworth 2009: 33–34). Since body is the 
primary component of scenography discourse, 
my SIP aims to use my own body as the site 
of investigation (Figure 1). As you are reading 
this SIP, you, the reader/spectator, and I, the 
author/self-spectator, are both participating 
in this matrix of exploration, where you will 
witness not only my process of understanding, 
seeing, presenting, and communicating 
my chronic pain, but also my confusion, 
frustration, and limitation.

The merest schoolgirl when she falls in 
love has Shakespeare or Keats to speak 
her mind for her, but let a sufferer try to 
describe a pain in his head to his doctor 
and language at once runs dry."

— Virginia Woolf, On Being Ill

"        From Aristotle’s affirmation of tragic 
drama in Poetics, to Freud’s focus on body 
in pain in Ego and Id, to the many gruesome 
scenes in Shakespeare’s plays, and many 
more throughout contemporary art forms, 
the theme of pain has been in the center of 
most, if not all, art. Why do we have this need 
to create? Why do the audience have the need 
to watch? What is pain? How can we create 
a safe journey through the pain experience 
to achieve bodily catharsis and communitas 
bond among the creators and the audience, 
as Aristotle stated? Stem from my personal 
experience of living with chronic pain, this 
SIP project uses practice-led research to 
explore on how scenography can be used to 
create a space where chronic pain is able to 
be witnessed.

        It is hard, if not impossible, to give a 
concrete definition of what scenography is. In 
my first project Acis & Galatea, scenography 
is research conducted from an external point 
of view in approaching designing “the spatial 
aspect of performance environments, and the 
orchestration of materials and constructions 
(costumes, objects, architectonic elements, 
light and sound) as an intrinsic part of 
performance” (McKineey, 2012). In my 
performative research regarding immersive 
theatre, scenography is also an exploration 
on building different ways of audience 
relationship, for “Scenography defines an 
active role for the audience” (McKinney and 
Butterworth 2009: 7). At the same time, 
scenography is a discourse among all these 
things and more because it is “a construction 
in its own right with its own inherent logic or 
meaning and capable of a dialogue or even 
a confrontation with other elements of the 
theatre” (McKineey & Palmer, 2017). Besides 

the ones cited above, Joslin McKinney’s 
efforts alone in defining what scenography is 
and what it does over the years has already 
give a glimpse on the difficulty, and perhaps 
non-essentialness, in arriving at a universal 
definition. My study over the last two years 
has allowed me to explore what scenography 
can be to me as an emerging practitioner 
within the field of scenography by framing the 
problem of my own authoring of space, time, 
and body.

        I acknowledge the problematics of using 
the word “pain” as it means so many things 
to so many people. Language still has a habit 
of working on binary as Oxford Dictionary 
define “pain” in two categories, “the feelings 
that you have in your body when you have 
been hurt or when you are sick” and “mental 
or emotional suffering”. Not to mention the 
sea of synonyms that follows – anguish, grief, 
trauma, conflict, etc.. Even I, as a person 
who has been living with a body that suffers 
from chronic pain for over a decade, cannot 
pinpoint or define what “pain” is to me. The 
only thing I can be certain of is the lack of 
conversation and understanding on “pain”. 

        The deafening silence revolving around 
one of the main themes of human creation 
could be a result of the difficulty in describing 
and defining pain even from a medical point 
of view. In bioloigy, pain is a series of electric 
signals sent through nervous system and 
interpreted by the brain as danger. In 1975, 
the McGill Pain Questionnaire, developed 
by Dr. Melzack as an attempt describe pain, 
categorized pain language in 20 groups, 
including aspects such as “temporal”, 
“spatial”, “thermal”, “fear”, “sensory”, etc.. It 
marks the first awareness of pain’s wide effect 

over bodily senses, and even, the number of 
bodily senses itself. Expanding on Aristotle’s 
five senses theory in De Anima  in 350 BC, 
the number of senses has been increasing 
even since in the field of neurology, with eco-
psychologist Michael J Cohen even stating 53 
senses in 2008 . However hard it is to arrive at 
a definition for pain on a physical standpoint, 
it is even harder to determine pain’s impact 
on one’s mentality. It is not until 16 July 2020 
has IASP (International Association for the 
Study of Pain) updated the definition of pain 
for the first time since 1979, stating pain 
as “an unpleasant sensory and emotional 
experience associated with, or resembling 
that associated with, actual or potential tissue 
damage”, acknowledging pain’s contextuality.

        While the medical world struggles to 
solidify their understanding on pain, the 
literary world, where we once find remedies 
through expressing complex feelings, has all 
but thrown in the white flag. 

Figure 1. Drawing in relation 
to  pain and its Double. Guccini, 
London, 2021.
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Body as Site of Scenography Discourse:
Generating Space through My Body

Every type of crucial experiment proves that 
what we see, and where we see it, depends 
entirely upon the physiological functioning of 
our body"

   – Alfred North Whitehead Modes of Thought

"

4
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        Once I have confirmed that my interest 
lies not in self-infliction but representation 
of pain, the next step would be research into 
what it is that I aim to represent. Scarry’s 
argument, pain is “unsharable” and “end all 
aspects of self and world”, is not necessarily 
thorough for it still fundamentally separates 
body & mind as he builds his argument 
entirely on conscious understanding. 
I would argue that for a complicated bodily 
experience, such as pain, instead of leaving 
a memory-less void, as Scarry states, the 
memory is simply stored in a place that can 
not be accessed through consciousness – the 
body.

        Dance movement as medium possibly 
enable performances that deal with chronic 
pain. ‘It is the dancer’s whole function to 
lead us into imitating his actions with our 
faculty for inner mimicry in order that we may 
experience his feelings’ (Martin 1939). The 
performer is able to transfer the experience 
to the audience through kinesthetic empathy 
to activate the unconscious pain memory 
within, “the traces of lived sensate experience 
within the human body, activated within 
the perceiving individual” (Machon, 2009). 
Scenography, therefore, can be used as a 
discourse for the creator to communicate 
with the performer through space.

        I tried using the butoh exercises I learnt 
in the workshop to draw out the memories 
of the pain I endured (Figure 2-4). I have 
documented a series of images and phrases 
during my episodes throughout the year, a 
therapeutic exercise that has served as a great 
source. During the slow hyper-controlled 
movement exercises, I was able to really lean 
into the bodily feelings without any concern 
for “pretty” or “definition”. The first notable 
things that come to mind while I was moving, 
is the restriction and the fear that comes 
with fragility. Since the source of my pain 
mainly comes from my legs, I have to learn 
how to walk and distribute my weight every 
time, and sometimes, come to terms with 
my immobility. I have also come to realize I 
tend to thump my leg hard to ease the tickling 
pain during an episode. My body gravitates 
towards the ground in an effort to escape my 
own weight on my legs. After the movement, 
I documented my feelings by drawing and 
writing in my notebook again. Both my body 
and the notebook serve as a campus in my 
later research.

Figure 3. Excerpt of the 
notebook with drawing and 
writing. Guccini, London, 2021.

        In order to set the course for my SIP 
project, I have to first acknowledge the 
difference between works related to self-
infliction of pain and representation. For 
this part, I have devised an experiment that 
focuses on the physical sensation of pain

        In Sensor workshop, I tried to explore 
on the physical sensation of pain with a 
TENS (transcutaneous electrical nerve 
stimulation) machine. We re-engineered the 
TENS machine so that an ultrasonic distance 
sensor is connected its electrical currents 
control. The electrodes are attached to my 
arm’s nerve group that stimulates visible 
muscle group contraction, which triggers the 
flex sensor attached to my finger. The data 
connected from the flex sensor is transformed 
into images projected on the wall. The closer 
a person is towards my location, the greater 
the pain, the greater the muscle contraction, 
and finally, the greater the projected image 
changes.

        After the experiment, I have decided 
not to follow a participatory pain infliction 
practice due to its limitation in development. 
Throughout this experimental project, I was 
constantly reminded of the popular “labor 
pain challenge”, which aims at inducing 
empathy through pain infliction on men. 
Similar practices can be found in Eugenie 
Lee’s artwork -- Breakout My Pelvic Surgery, a 
participatory performance where participants 
are asked to perform daily tasks in a VR game 
while wearing a haptic suit that simulates 
pelvic pain sensation. Granted that pain 
infliction is an effective method to create 
some level of instant empathy. However, 
I still find it limiting in presenting chronic 
pain experience due to one crucial factor: 
choice. All participants in the project made 
a conscious choice in experiencing pain 
and is in full control to end the experience 
throughout the process. It is a privilege that 
people who suffer from chronic pain do not 
possess. That being said, one should never try 
to take that choice away from the participant 
at any step. Therefore, even though I 
acknowledge the necessity of such artworks, 
I believe that such practice has already shown 
its eventual limit and would only force me 
on a path of unoriginality, thus not a suitable 
path to pursue in further SIP research.

Figure 2. Excerpt of the 
notebook with drawing and 
writing. Guccini, London, 2021.
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        In visual arts, surrealism is often used 
to embody a sense of self-dissection and 
exhibitionism. It is especially prominent in 
the works of Frida Kahlo, one of the most 
famous artists in chronic pain. In Broken 
Column, Kahlo’s body is laid bare, a chuck 
of flesh missing, revealing a broken column 
in place of her spine, but her expression is 
nonchalant, with her eyes staring straight 
towards the viewer. In Ane Graff’s installation 
work, States of Inflammation, a series of 
unwell sheer cabinet are introduced as bodies, 
with a distorted nerve system suspended in 
the middle, you can see through. This need 
to open one’s body is again linked to pain’s 
difficulty in being shared and fear of not being 
believed. Since I cannot physically rip open 
my body (I can but I’d rather not), I began 
experiment ways to externalize that inner 
body.

        The puppetry course project (Figure 5), 
in collaboration with Hector Huang, aims at 
looking at what “life” and “death” means. Two 
puppets were created to experiment on the 
characteristic of a wax body. The concept of 
“destruction” is particularly interesting when 
working with wax, as the material itself is not 
destroyed, just transformed. In Urs Fischer’s 
sculpture artwork “untitled” (Figure 6), the 
slowly melted wax bodies have been used 
to present “impermanence, transformation, 
the passage of time, metamorphosis, and 
creative destruction”, as Martin Bethenod, 
Deputy Chief Executive Officer of Bource de 
Commerce commented. The fragility of wax 
in daily temperature and its malleability in 
high heat provides a resilience to the body of 
work it is made of. 

Figure 6. Urs Fischer, 
Untitled, 2011-2020 
© Urs Fischer. 
Photo: Stefan Altenburger.

Creating                Life
Figure 5. Screen shot of the 
performance video Creating Life. 
Guccini. Available at 
https://youtu.be/8b_vKND6nHY

Figure 4. Drawing in relation 
to time, repetition, and pain. 
Guccini, London, 2021.
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Figure 7. Wax statue 
of a spine.Guccini, 
London, 2021.

        In the casting workshop, I intended to 
experiment on transferring the resilience 
of the wax body to the human body. I have 
created several spinal cords (Figure 7), the 
nerve central that experiences pain, with 
other materials such as synthetic hair and 
fabrics, whose stingy sensation matches my 
personal experience with pain. During the 
making process, I was fervently expecting 
a product that could be both an accurate 
representation of my pain and a presence 
of vibrancy that managed to survive pain’s 
destruction. However, by the time I finished, 
the product seems limited, even misleading, 
in representing my pain experience. I am 
disappointed by how lifeless they look. In 
response to this problem, Erin Hood argues 
that metaphorical representation of pain miss 
“important details that influence physical pain 
like past experiences, current circumstance, 
and the desire for the future” while objective 
representation’s failure is “with its desire 
to find an origin for pain”. Looking back, I 
realized that I am more interested in the 
process of making. It is physically painful, yet 
unharmful, to handle liquid wax. The delicate 
balance between my natural flight instinct 
and my own will to push through in order 
to create, provided an intriguing struggle 
that eventually attracted spectatorship from 
my peers. I realized that the presence of 
an “end product” itself is misleading when 
representing pain, for it suggests there is a 
clear origin and an end to a body in pain. 

Figure 8. Screenshot from 
movement experiment video. 
Guccini, London, 2021.

        Once again, I turn to butoh exercises as 
a means of experimenting and connecting 
my body with the material. I tried moving 
(Figure 8) in response to the drawings and 
phrases in my notebook while balancing the 
wax skeleton along my back. The video is 
shot from above in an attempt to document 
how my inner skeleton changes as I move, 
and to enhance an outer body experience 
from the spectatorship. Monochromatic 
blue light is used to build a cold and 
impersonal environment. No physical pain 
is inflicted during the movement. However, 
the fear induced by the awareness of my 
wax skeleton’s fragility greatly impacted my 
movement. My body became tense, even 
trembled, under anxiety. I felt helpless over 
times when the skeleton was constantly 
rolling over and eventually broke its tip. The 
ascendent viewing perspective also adds a 
voyeuristic fetishization over the experience. 
Instead of presenting how body lives through 
and fights against pain, the pain is given the 
agency to change the body, making it violent.        

        The act of exposing and exhibiting 
the internal body is also approaching the 
limit of my comfort. Granted that there 
is therapeutic, even sensual pleasure, in 
inflicting pain on myself and gazing back at 
the fetishizing eyes. Bob Flanagan stated in 
his documentary Sick: The Life and Death 
of Bob Flanagan, Supermasochist that his 
use of BDSM is a therapeutic device to take 

control over his body from cystic fibrosis. His 
revealing costume and nonchalant attitude 
in Cystic Fibrosis Song performance in the 
late 1990s has radically pushed boundaries 
on presenting a body in pain towards the 
spotlight. However, the act of revealing myself 
to prove my pain has been a constant dread 
of my earlier life, especially when the pain is 
invisible. 
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        The act of exposing and exhibiting 
the internal body is also approaching the 
limit of my comfort. Granted that there 
is therapeutic, even sensual pleasure, in 
inflicting pain on myself and gazing back at 
the fetishizing eyes. Bob Flanagan stated in 
his documentary Sick: The Life and Death 
of Bob Flanagan, Supermasochist that his 
use of BDSM is a therapeutic device to take 
control over his body from cystic fibrosis. His 
revealing costume and nonchalant attitude 
in Cystic Fibrosis Song performance in the 
late 1990s has radically pushed boundaries 
on presenting a body in pain towards the 
spotlight. However, the act of revealing myself 
to prove my pain has been a constant dread 
of my earlier life, especially when the pain is 
invisible.
       

        Instead of dissecting what’s inside my 
body, I aim to represent pain from body’s 
external relationship with the world. In 
Andrew Wyeth’s <Christina’s World> (Figure 
9), the young woman is depicted lying on the 
grass field with her back facing the viewers. 
Her legs fully covered with a long pink dress 
and socks underneath. Her arms distorted as 
she crawled to the farmhouse ahead, which 
is depicted way farther than it is in real life. 
Wyeth represented a body in pain by focusing 
on how body’s relationship with space had 
changed and how that change had influenced 
back onto the body. In this sense, pain is 
able to blur the line between the person and 
the space they inhabited. The space itself 
becomes organic.

Figure 9. Christina’s 
World by Andrew 
Wyeth. 1948.
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Set As Character

Pain is literally mind-bending; pain reshapes 
the brain, rewiring its circuits and transmitting 
strange new messages. If our brain tells us 
who we are, in a quite literal sense, then pain 
creates a new person, a new likeness... 
two bodies... She {Frida} makes as pain 
unmakes her"

"

— Emily Rapp Black Frida Kahlo and My Left Leg
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        In my decade of experience living with a 
body in pain, pain lies as much in the moment 
when I suffer through the physical sensation 
of pain on my bed and the moment when I 
have to click “cancel” on a clubbing invitation. 
It is the fear over witnessing a loss of self and 
the growing of a foreign one that keeps me 
awake at night. 

        Emily Rapp Black’s Frida Kahlo and 
My Left Leg echoed Scarry’s theory by 
recognizing pain’s power on self while 
emphasizing on the space between human’s 
“making” in fight with pain’s “unmaking”. In 
The Theatre and Its Double, Antonin Artaud 
stated fundamental drama is wedded to “the 
time of obstacles and the Double”, where 
gestures, sounds, visual poetry, etc., form a 
virtual reality in theatre. When pain blurs 
the line between the body and the space it 
inhabited, it has made it possible for the set-
space to be integrated to the performance 
piece as a character all by itself. It is especially 
helpful when theatricalizing one’s private life, 
“Performing scripted physical action to create 
reenactments; using the set as a character 
and personal experience as a means to stage 
larger social and political ideas; blurring the 
divisions between performer, playwright, and 
director, and employing technology to gather 
data and present it onstage”, as Carol Martin 
stated in Theatre of the Real. In this chapter, 
I aim to reflect on my collaboration - Stop 
Moving! - with Mari Katsuno in retrospect 
from four elements: tactility, framing, scale, 
and sound, in building set as a double 
character.
 

        The idea of a double identity is not 
new in digital performance space as it is 
often used to questions how we view and 
understand the body. It “relates to the shadow 
figure of the doppelgänger, Freudian notions 
of the uncanny and the subconscious Id, and 
Jacques Lacan’s concept of the mirror stage 
and the corps morcele (the body in pieces)” 
(Dixon). In Isadora workshop, I explored 
merging a second character into the set 
with the use of video and projection (Figure 
10). Can we realize this second character by 
strengthening a sense of ownership between 
the participant and the digital body? Would 
the participant experience phantom pain and 
pleasure while we influence their digital body? 
We programmed a series of projection with 
previously shot videos of our own fragmented 
body, the arm, to invite audience participation. 
We then captured the moving images of the 
participant’s body part and put it into a series 
of unhuman movements and distortions. 
“Essentially, it’s the principle of abstract 
and pure collage, which is an old and basic 
technique of theatre. The objects thereby 
acquire new relationships and significance, 
a new and different reality” (Svoboda, 1968), 
as Svoboda commented on his Diapolyekran, 
which features fragmented virtual bodies 
projection in an attempt to achieve polyscenic-
ness in theatre. 

     

Figure 10. Porjection of digital 
bodies and physical bodies. 
Guccini, Mari Katsuno & Jock 
Maitland, Dench Studio, 2021. 
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        Upon reflection, this experiment on 
audience interaction with their digital body 
results in an overall affection towards the 
digital body. The participants of the workshop 
later reported that they were positively 
bewildered by the freedom their digital body 
enjoys. But they did not experience any 
negative feeling or sense of loss throughout 
the experience. This result could be due 
to two factors. The first being overall 
performance execution and deliverance. 
The audience may experience a greater 
connection with their digital body if we had 
chosen a more distinguishable body part 
(e.g. face) or given them a distinguishable 
ornament on the arm when it is recorded. 
The second factor could be our affectionate 
tendency towards the idea of digital world 
and ideal body in today’s world. “Contrasting 
views on the digital body emphasize, on one 
hand, its freedom as a weightless, unfettered 
form, and on the other its bondage as an 
infinitely malleable and controllable entity” 
(Dixon, 2007). It is familiar to retreat into a 
world where we seemingly have control over, 
to the extent that it is comforting to have a 
painless body created and manipulated. This 
recognition but overall disconnection with the 
body image is in line with my aim at building 
a set as a pain character.

        The presence of a digital body 
(Figure 11) brings forth a siren-like danger 
in Stop Moving! at the 2021 MA/MFA 
Scenography exhibition. “The beautiful and 
psychologically compelling depictions of the 
human double within digital performance may 
not simply be reflections, alter-egos, spiritual 
emanations, and mannequins, but dark 
sirens beckoning us seductively to the same 
mesmerized paralysis and ultimate death 
that was Narcissus’s fate” (Dixon, 2007). The 
discrepancy of ideal body and physical body 
is reflected through projection, on which the 
recorded body can move freely between those 
two worlds. After several experiments with 
various fabrics, we settled on white gauze as 
the main material in building the cylindrical 
structure. Its translucent and open weave 
allows a clear repetitive projection. Pre-
recorded fragmented body parts are projected 
on to the cylindrical structure. The struggle 
inside the structure is also being live-recorded 
and projected back from the side. As a result, 
the space is able to change as the body inside 
struggles in response to the digital body 
parts. Between affection and rejection lies 
“The bloodied body” which “seems ‘all’—
simultaneously signifier and signified—but the 
willful mind is the invisible but overwhelming 
sign, the ultimate agenda” (Dixon, 2007) of 
the reprenstion of chronic pain.

Figure 11. Porjection of 
digital bodies. Guccini & Mari 
Katsuno, Dench Studio, 2021. 
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        One can refer to the framing of our 
own body under different aspects of the 
social framework when framing the set-
character. Even health itself is a culturally 
framed concept. “To be in good health 
means not only to be successful in coping 
with reality but also to enjoy the success”, as 
Ivan Illich stated, “each person’s health is a 
responsible performance in a social script.” 
One is forced to breach the social framework 
when under pain’s influence. In A Crash 
Course in Cloudspotting, Raquel Maseguer 
Zafe encouraged participants to join her in 
the “subversive act of lying down” in public 
spaces as they listen to the stories collected 
from people living with chronic illnesses and 
invisible disabilities. The struggle between 
body’s genuine need for recovering and our 
own shame in breaking the social framework 
of health, thus admitting our own otherness, 
is what needs to be present in my set-
character.

Figure 12. Drawing of 
framing plans. Guccini 
& Mari Katsuno, 
London, 2021. 

        At first, Mari and I experimented framing 
(Figure 12)  with sensors and cameras. Kinect 
camera sensor is used to live-map the person 
at one side of the room. A camera is deployed 
to live-record the movement of another 
person at the other side of the room. In order 
to “appear” (on the projection), both bodies 
need to adjust their movement and distance 
accordingly. A codependency is created 
throughout the experience. The performing 
body is framed within the outline of another 
body. A sense of co-dependency is created 
between these two bodies. The destruction of 
one will result in the destruction of another. 

20

        In the final performance of Stop Moving! 
, the second body-character is re-created as 
a set. Due to Covid-19 restrictions and space 
limitation, the audience in Stop Moving! is 
only allowed to view the performance from 
the front. The cylindrical (Bed area) structure, 
made with gauze fabric, connected the 
vertical space like a spotlight, is introduced 
as a focus point for the audience seated 
on the front (Figure 13-14). Balloons are 
intertwined within the structure and sparkled 
on the ground outside, with several of them 
connected to a string, which connected 
the cylinder to the round disco ball on the 
ground. The performer body starts its course 
inside the cylinder with full mobility. As time 
passes, the body tries to stand up and tear its 
way out to reach the disco ball on the other 
side. A series of train noises, talking, and 
monotonous ticking are present as a larger 
frame that indicated the public space. As the 
body breaks the framework of the cylinder, 
it slowly loses its mobility until it comes to 
its full stop lying horizontally on the ground. 
Throughout the performance, the performer 
body risks destruction of the set if struggle 
too intensely. The strings that hold up the 
whole fabric structure, the balloons entangled 
within, and the trampoline underneath all 
makes it even harder for the performer to 
control their own body and its impact on the 
framework.

Figure 13. Porjection of a hand 
on fabric hugging the performer 
inside. Guccini& Mari Katsuno, 
Dench Studio, 2021. 
Photo: Patrick Baldwin.
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Figure 14. Stop Moving! performance. 
Guccini & Mari Katsuno, 
Dench Studio, 2021. 
Photo: Patrick Baldwin.

22
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        The set-character is more present when 
working on a 1:1 scale. One of the problems 
in working with digital performance space, 
or even set space in general, is its rigidity. 
As Josef Svoboda stated in Laterna Magika, 
a piece with pre-recorded projection, it 
“deprived of that which is beautiful about 
theatre: that each performance can have a 
completely different rhythm, that the quality 
of performance can be better or worse, that 
a production can expand its limits.” The 
1:1 scale encourages the physical body to 
interact and devise with the set-character, and 
vice versa, at an early stage of the devising 
period (Figure 15-16). Using techniques from 
the butoh experiment before, I was able to 
test out and modify the set in Stop Moving! 
as it is being constructed. Just as the set 
has influence over the performer body, the 
performer body affects the set each time it is 
inside. After each rehearsal and performance, 
the set, especially the cylindrical structure 
(projection surface), is reset, and at most 
times, repaired in various degrees. The 
changes done to the set-character, in turn, 
influence back onto the performer during 
each performance. The set-character is 
more present in the sense that, like a second 
character on traditional stage, it offers a 
playful uncertainty to the overall dynamic 
of the performance. In retrospect, the act 
of repairing and accpeting its un-reversable 
change is also part of the pain experience and 
should be included in the performance. 

        Perhaps another reason why we find pain 
so difficult to be described and represented 
lies in our ocularcentrism. A howling scream 
sometimes speaks more than any words or 
visual representation can. “This deliberate 
change of emphasis from the visual to the 
auditory dimension at first symbolizes a hope 
to find material for a recovery of the richness 
of primary experience that is now forgotten 
or covered over in the too tightly interpreted 
visualist traditions” (Idhe, 2007). For example, 
we can automatically link the sensation of 
headache to a combination of high-frequent 
pinching sound and low-frequent pumping 
sound, a technique that is widely used in film. 

        Aural representation of pain help 
expands the set-character by emphasizing on 
the visually absent. An audio of train sounds 
is recorded and added on to the monotonous 
ticking track. However, visual reference, both 
from the set and from the body, is absent in 
indicating the presence of train. Instead, the 
performer continues to mutter that they are 
unable to make it onto the train. “What is 
revealed in this process is not what sounds 
mean in and of themselves but what might 
be known by means of them—culturally, 
politically—and what their signification 
structures are” (Kendrick, 2017). The set-
character here represents pain by indicating 
its lacking, or erasing, of one’s mobility. As the 
ticking noise increases in volume, a second 
track of heart thumping noise is added, 
completely drowning the sound of mobility. 
A level of tension is increasing as the body-
world is diminishing.
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Figure 15. Stop Moving! 
performance. Guccini 
& Mari Katsuno, Dench 
Studio, 2021. 
Photo: Patrick Baldwin.
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"The bed looks flowy and light. But it’s 
surprisingly more dangerous"

"I like how you cling on to the balloons along 
the string, even when you are outside. It’s 

almost as if you can never be free of them"

"I like the struggle inside the fabric area. I’m 
really afraid the whole structure is going to 

collapse"

— Audience Response after the performance
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      According to audience feedback from 
Stop Moving!, a sense of struggle can be felt 
when witnessing body’s entanglement within 
the designed space. However, the fact that 
the performance is not supported by a proper 
narrative structure fails to communicate the 
presence of physical pain. In retrospect, I 
realized that if pain is not given any agency, 
the struggle, even potential victory, lost 
its meaning. Audience can be left feeling 
confused. The limitation of this performance 
piece lies mainly in my failure to answer the 
question: “What kind of reaction are you 
trying to get from the audience?” What is the 
relationship between the performer and the 
audience?

Figure 16. Stop Moving! 
performance. Guccini & Mari 
Katsuno, Dench Studio, 2021. 
Photo:  Patrick Baldwin.
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ACT OF WITNESSING

Ways of seeing ‘we never look just at 
one thing; we are always looking at the 
relation between things and ourselves’ "

— John Berger Ways of Seeing

"
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Figure 17. Design draft for 
Crying Wolf, Crypt Gallery. 
2022.

    The relationship between the viewer and 
the performer lies in the way of viewing, 
which is especially complicated when the 
object of such viewing is related to tragedy. 
Susan Sontag analyzed such viewing in 
Regarding the Pain of Others, “Perhaps the 
only people with the right to look at images 
of suffering of this extreme order are those 
who could do something to alleviate it or 
those who could learn from it. The rest of 
us are voyeurs, whether or not we mean to 
be”, in which two ways of viewing is present: 
watching and voyeuring. Since most chronic 
pain neither has a cure nor a lesson to learn 
from, the audience is often left in a voyeuring 
relationship with the performer, and in most 
cases, making both parties uncomfortable. 
However, there is a third way of seeing—
witnessing. While photography and film 
provide the audience with the safety to 
witness, live performance lies its charm on 
further open the channel of communication: 
to witness and be witnessed, safely. 

        The etymology of the word “witness” 
goes back to Old English root gewit, 
indicating “mental capacity”. From early 14c., 
it means “affix one’s signature to (a document) 
to establish its identity”, then “see or know 
by personal presence” from 1580s. Thus, the 
act of witnessing suggests a level of mental 
and personal engagement to the event and 
a willingness to help establish “realness”. 
Carol Martin argued “acting as witnessing 
and testimony through the use of personal 
experience and memory” as the fundamental 
of theatre of the real while Teya Sepinuck 

defined Theatre of Witness as a model of 
performance to create a safe forum for 
audiences to bear witness to real-life accounts 
of suffering and transformation. However, 
neither of them has given much argument 
and guidance from audience’s viewpoint in 
participating the act of witnessing.

        Scenography is able to help guide 
audience’s way of seeing from watching/
voyeuring to witnessing by enhancing the 
kinesthetic empathy from performer bodies. 
“Kinesthetic empathy in the context of 
scenography emphasizes the body as a means 
of detecting and locating ourselves in relation 
to an environment, to other objects and to 
other bodies” (McKinney, 2012). In Crying 
Wolf , I aim at using scenography as a way 
to help build viewpoints of witnessing for 
the performers so that a level of kinesthetic 
empathy on pain can be created. 
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        By working with the body, I was also 
able to experiment and generate writings 
through my own experience. The first 
writing experiment is inspired by Samuel 
Beckett, a playwright who is arguably also a 
scenographer due to his meticulous detailed 
stage descriptions in his script. My attempt at 
writing produced a short play (see Appendix 
A) between a Fox character and a Human 
character in a dialogue of human emotions 
and pain. Scenography notes are written 
in stage directions, encouraging performer 
body movements to be limited by projected 
images, and eventually, to a chair. The play 
is selected and produced by SU Fest, where 
I decided to remain the role of a playwright 
and gave full freedom to the creative team. I 
was intrigued to see how scenography writing 
itself could communicate with directors, 
performers, designers, and other members of 
the creative team. Although the performers 
have delivered perfectly, the final performance 
is painful to watch, and not in a good way. 
A number of reasons could have attributed 
to this result: 1) there is no designer in the 
production, so my scenography notes are 
mostly ignored; 2) everyone, the creative team 
and the audience, is trapped in the dialogue 
itself; 3) the dialogue sounds like ranting; 4) I 
may be a bad playwright. All in all, my attempt 
to ground the audience on a shared content 
ended up trapping them. It also means there 
nothing much I can do if a production chooses 
to ignore the stage directions.

        In Crying Wolf, I furthered the writing 
experiment by adapting engaging the 
scenograhy with the lived experience of the 
performer as well as the writer. (Syn)aesthetic 
writing crystallizes and concentrates the 
intensity of personal, lived experience and 

themes, revealing the intangible (political 
ideas, psychological states, taboo concepts) 
through tangible speech and imagery 
(Machon, 2009). This power of erasure that 
pain enforce on the body-mind brings forth 
a carnivorous and animalistic presence.  In 
collaboration with dramaturg Man-Yang Hu, 
we adapted Aesop’s The Shepherd Boy & the 
Wolf. And the “unsharability”, or invisibility, of 
its erasure constantly invites a fear of being 
disbelieved. The script (see Appendix B), 
composed mainly of situational descriptions, 
emotion responses towards the “wolf”, and 
stage cues, documents the journey of the 
three encounters with the Wolf – Fear. Denial. 
Acceptance. 

What if the Boy who cries Wolf 
was not lying?

What if he, and his sheep, are constantly 
being attacked by an invisible wolf, and his 

asking for help was gradually discouraged by 
people’s disbelief?

How can the boy survive?

        The audience is being invited to witness 
the pain and the transformation of the body 
in pain while the performer is being invited 
to explore with their own body’s relationship 
with the space. “The performers drew their 
power, authenticity, and expertise less from 
their artistic training and more from the 
lived truth of their own experience—what 
has actually happened to them and what 
they have witnessed” (Goldman, 2017). 
Bound by weaved strings around the space 
(Figure17-18), the performer is faced with 

the fear of total destruction of the space  if 
they struggle too intensely . A fear common 
to a body living with pain. The vagility of the 
set not only offers performer a real bodily 
feeling to that of a body in pain, but also 
encourages them to experiment and push 
boundaries themselves. “Sensation itself 
being transmitted to the audience via a 
corporeal memory, the traces of lived sensate 
experience within the human body, activated 
within the perceiving individual” (Machon, 
2009). By helping the performer explore their 
own corporeal memory, the set (Figure 19) 
offers agency to the physical performing body 
in the space, allowing a real bodily experience 
to be witnessed. Both Siteng Liu and Audrey 
Corno, the performers, are incredibly open 
to the experience. They are simultaneously 
the performer and the director over their own 
version of the performance. 
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Figure 18. Crying Wolf set 
with strings attached to a 
pearl ring to be attached 
to the performer, Guccini, 
Crypt Gallery. 2022.
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Figure 19 Final set design 
of Crying Wolf, featuring 
fabrics, beddings, strings, 
and cotton wax textiles, 
Guccini, Crypt Gallery. 2022.
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        The space chosen is filled with divine icon 
connotation. The Crypt Gallery (Figure 20) 
is underneath the St Pancras New Church. 
Behind the crimson double-opening doors, 
under three magnanimous female statues, is 
a stony staircase leading people downstairs 
towards a dim space and roads leading 
either to different rooms or dead ends. The 
performance space for Crying Wolf enhances 
its divinity by being framed under an arch 
frame, a structure with such rich connection 
to the divinity that is used in several cultures’ 
religious space, including Chinese. The 
audience is seated in an identical arch room 
opposite the performance. Both the performer 
and the audience are put under divine space 
to better the act of witnessing.

The iconography of suffering has a long pedigree. The 
sufferings most often deemed worthy of representation 
are those understood to be the product of wrath, divine or 
human."
— Susan Sontag

Figure 20. Screenshot of the Underplay 
Exhibition webstie showcasing Crypt 
Gallery 3D model by artfletch. 2022.

"
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        The materiality of the space encourages 
act of witnessing by engaging with audience’s 
visual assumptions and bodily feelings. The 
experience of scenography in this context is 
one that appeals to the whole body through a 
spectator’s awareness of the material qualities 
of the environment (McKinney, 2012). The 
set aims to present the world of body in pain 
by contrasting the spectator’s visual and body 
awareness. Filled with duvets, pillows, and, 
what appears to be, cotton, the Crying Wolf 
space’s visual signifies an inviting warmth 
and security of one’s own bedroom. However, 
the coldness and dampness in the Crypt 
offers a contrasting bodily feeling. The cotton 
wraps (Figure 21) inside have been treated 
with liquid wax. What appears to be soft and 
warm is sharp and cold to the touch. The 
weaved strings and white gauze, which softly 
imprisons and shivers with the body inside, 
have been expanded to the entire room, with 
strings even tied onto the audience space, 
allowing the audience to touch and influence 
the performer space. 

Figure 21. Basket 
made of cotton, wax, 
paint, and wires. 
Guccini, Crypt 
Gallery. 2022.
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        Lighting builds up and marks the 
moment that needs witnessing. At the 
beginning of the performance, the lighting 
on the physical body is at a minimal as the 
performer enters the space holding the 
flashlight. It allows the performer to introduce 
and play with the first double of the performer 
body  — the shadow.  The projector located at 
stage left is then used as the main light source 
of the performance (Figure 22). The digital 
dancing bodies, contrasting to the static 
physical body in the space, are projected onto 
the semi-translucent drawing papers and 
the fabrics intertwined to the physical body 
(Figure 23). As the Wolf comes, the digital 
bodies start distorting and expanding, making 
the space brighter and brighter. Until finally, 
the projected body coincides with the physical 
body. The physical body is fully lit by the 
digital body, while the distorted digital body 
is present due to the canvas of white-clothed 
physical body. “The posthuman does not really 
mean the end of humanity. It signals instead 
the end of a certain conception of the human” 
(Hayles,1999). The digital Double in Crying 
Wolf is used not just as a “dangerous siren” 
that devours the body, but as a collaborator 
that is able to blur the lines between the 
physical and the digital to achieve the final 
moment of healing and transformation.

Figure 22. Photos of Crying 
Wolf performance showcasing 
projection on physical bodies 
and fabrics. Guccini, Crypt 
Gallery. 2022.
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Figure 23. Photo of Crying Wolf 
performance showcasing projection 
on physical bodies and fabrics. 
Guccini, Crypt Gallery. 2022. 
Video available at: 
https://youtu.be/_ACB45rIkb0
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Figure 24. Photos of Crying Wolf 
performance showcasing a woman 
dressed in white lying on white beddings, 
with red strings near her legs.
Guccini, Crypt Gallery. 2022. 
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        For a body in pain, the shadow of death 
is too obvious a topic to ignore. Besides the 
implication of death brought by architecture 
of the space (a crypt under the church), the 
set-character and the performer further the 
overtone by both dressing in white 
(Figure 24). The colour white is chosen 
specifically for its difference in western and 
the eastern visual culture. While white is 
often used in western weddings due to its 
meaning in innocence and purity, it is mainly 
used in Chinese funerals for its meaning 
in death and beyond. In Crying Wolf, a 
performance presented in London by Asian 
creators and performers, the colour white 
welcomes a blend of both. A white bedroom 
space connotes both innocence and death 
by the coming of the Wolf. Combined with 
the religious framing, the performance space 
implies a point of transformation.

        Aurality helps act of witnessing by 
solidifying the present encounter. “Sound 
invites us into an aural present which is 
often associated with encounter, interiority 
and immersivity.... Sound makes the 
present felt as well as makes its presence 
felt” (Kendrick, 2017). The invisible Wolf 
assumes its presence only through a loud 
low-frequency thump (Figure 25). The lack of 
visual reference means its presence is only 
witnessed by the audience through sounds 
and the reaction of the performer. 

        The viewpoint of time is also indicated 
through aurality. The limitation of mobility 
time and the constant repetition of pain is 
represented by a monotonous ticking clock 
sound in the background. The final thumping 
sound at the end also indicate the future 
repetition of the coming of the Wolf. 

Figure 25. Drawing in response to 
the aurality of pain. Guccini, Crypt 
Gallery. 2022.
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For me it’s like reading someone’s diary"

I couldn’t get my eyes away from the 
performance"

 I was voluntarily watching"

— Audience Feedback after Crying Wolf

"

"

"
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       According to the audience survey (see 
Appendix C) conducted after the show, in face 
of a performance on pain, none of them has 
chosen to look away during the performance, 
even though they all feel a horror presence. 
One even says it is “enjoyable”. When asked 
about whether they have been watching or 
witnessing, the audience that are “witnessing” 
have connected the performance with their 
own personal experience, while the audience 
that are “watching” view the performance as 
separated stories. When asked about what 
they think the piece is about, some say they 
instantly get the connection with chronic 
pain through the coming of the invisible Wolf, 
while others find the experience “informative”. 
When asked whether they feel the need to talk 
about pain, the answer is mostly “no”. 

       In retrospect, Crying Wolf managed to 
represent pain through its contextuality and 
kept the audience engaged throughout the 
bodily experience. It has also managed to 
establish an act of witnessing by working and 
designing through viewpoints of the space 
and time, but only with the audience who 
already has similar bodily experience or who 
are more inclined to emotional response as 
opposed to logic.

Figure 26. Close Shot of 
the material in Crying Wolf.
Guccini, London. 2022.
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Future Development

Suffering does not create art, people do...This 
was not the art of inspired sentiment. It is the 
art of survival"

— Emily Rapp Black 

"
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       It is necessary for us as a society to feel 
and witness to such pain, however unbearable 
it may seem. The tendency to avoid pain 
lies first in fear. “People can turn off not just 
because a steady diet of images of violence 
has made them indifferent but because they 
are afraid…It is passivity that dulls feeling” 
(Sontag, 2003). The lack of conversation 
and representation around pain pushes 
us to search for immediate gratification 
in painlessness and delays any healing of 
the self. “Increasingly, pain-killing turns 
people into unfeeling spectators of their own 
decaying selves” (Illich, 1976). Pain itself is 
not what needs to be killed for it is merely a 
warning signal sent through the system to 
demand change in the status quo. “The lack of 
interest in bringing about social changes favor 
the nondevelopment of the communicative 
aspects of pain which are so important in our 
life”, as Szasz argued in Pain and Pleasure, 
“Pain is, among other things, a currency with 
which we repay damages done unto others”. 
Even the attempt to represent pain is crucial 
for the healing process, as it offers us chance 
to change the root of the problem, or if we are 
currently unable, at least we can stand with 
those who are hurting and offer comfort in 
togetherness.
 

        Bodily, it is necessary to continue the 
exploration on representing and witnessing 
pain, especially since our understanding 
of pain has evolved so drastically for the 
past 50 years. Scenography can embrace 
pain’s changing character as a sensory 
and emotional experience by working 
collaboratively with the physical body.

        Throughout my research on how 
scenography can be used to represent and 
witness body in pain in this SIP, I am also 
witnessing my own self-healing. In Generating 
Space through My Body, my research on 
understanding what pain is and how pain is 
portrayed through different media has pushed 
me to start a conversation with my own body, 
with which I have been at war since I was 12. 
In Set as Character, I was able to come to 
terms with the Double that pain has created 
within me and re-build this body’s relationship 
with the world by building this character 
as set. In Act of Witnessing, by researching 
through how witnessing can be established 
scenographically, I am also learning how to 
bear witness to my own journey through pain. 
The act of representing pain is not an attempt 
to hurt or pity, but a chance to find healing, 
empowerment, and connection. After the 
project, for the first time in 12 years,  I feel 
comfortable to bare my legs in public 
(Figure 27).

Figure 27. Photo of my bare leg with 
drawings around scars in subway. Guccini, 
London. 2022.
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        Bodily, it is necessary to continue the 
exploration on representing and witnessing 
pain, especially since our understanding 
of pain has evolved so drastically for the 
past 50 years. Scenography can embrace 
pain’s changing character as a sensory 
and emotional experience by working 
collaboratively with the physical body.

        Throughout my research on how 
scenography can be used to represent and 
witness body in pain in this SIP, I am also 
witnessing my own self-healing. In Generating 
Space through My Body, my research on 
understanding what pain is and how pain is 
portrayed through different media has pushed 
me to start a conversation with my own body, 
with which I have been at war since I was 12. 
In Set as Character, I was able to come to 
terms with the Double that pain has created 
within me and re-build this body’s relationship 
with the world by building this character 
as set. In Act of Witnessing, by researching 
through how witnessing can be established 
scenographically, I am also learning how to 
bear witness to my own journey through pain. 
The act of representing pain is not an attempt 
to hurt or pity, but a chance to find healing, 
empowerment, and connection.

        The SIP also shows room of 
improvement that is crucial for future 
development. According to audience survey, 
the presence of the act of “watching” can 
be turnt into “witnessing” if provided 
with a logical discourse. Since the piece 
predominantly lies in emotional and bodily 
empathy, it does not offer much chance 
to connect with the crowd that responds 
dominantly with sense. The absence of words 
also means an absence of vocabulary for such 
communication. As a result, the space of safe 
discussion is not established, even for the 
audience that achieved “witnessing” during 
the performance. 

        Therefore, the project can be further 
developed by working with a larger creative 
team that is able to further develop on all 
forms of representation. The processes of 
approaching my chronic pain and building set-
character through my own body can be used 
as reference when approaching other forms 
of pain. The scenography discourse used 
in communicating and designing with real 
bodies can also be used in Verbatim Theatre, 
Theatre of the Real, Theatre of Witness, 
etc,. A dialogic, instead of the monologic 
approach in Crying Wolf, can be introduced 
to encourage the audience to take on a 
more active role in the performance as we 
further explore the meaning of pain together, 
turning “watching” into “witnessing” and 
“meaning-making”. Furthermore, the way that 
I approach, learn, design, and heal with my 
own chronic pain body also shows promises 
of further development in sections such as art 
therapy.

Figure 28. Photo of new projection 
experiment. Guccini, London. 2022.
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Fox: Someone Who doesn’t feel, completely 
sensible
Human: is human

H is sitting in a exact same chair/position as 
the audience. Have popcorn+candies. 
F is constantly walking in square around H, 
even when they are talking. F has no emotion. 
They are logical creatures. H acknowledges F 
is walking, and sometimes looks jealous.

Black circles on the ground.
Everyone is walking right through it, as if they 
don’t exist
H notices every one of them. They carefully 
avoid the circles. Their movements seem 
weird and unnecessary to everyone else. 
Sometimes, they get really close and trace the 
line of the circles carefully. 

The circles changes size, quantity and 
locations. The other bodies are not 
influenced at all. H continues to jump around. 
Sometimes they touch the circle. They appear 
to be in pain. Debilitated. Touch more circles. 
Until the Human reach for a chair.

F: Sorry?
H: I’m in pain.

H: It feels like a million flashes of lightning 
coursing through my veins. Every little, tiny 
vein. And then they reached the limit of my 
skin. I’m at the end of a million lightning. 
Maybe it’s not painful, in a medical sense. It’s 
not like I can’t walk. I can still perform daily 
things. But it’s also itchy. And stingy. And 
the visuals of it. Oh. That’s the worst part. 
I have trypophobia. I am biologically coded 
to feel disgusted at my own body. Even in a 
post body-positivity world. You can’t tell me 

I should accept my diseased body. There’s 
nothing natural about that. And it pisses me 
off every time I think of it.

F: What do you want?
H: What do I want?
F: What do you want me to say?

F stops.
Only white torchlight on H as we wait for H to 
answer. 
Silence.

Torchlight out. Normal lighting. F continue 
walking.

H: I’m saying I can’t go to the party.
F: Yes. I see. You are in pain. It’s okay.
H: No, it’s not because of pain.
F: You can come to the next one. When you 
are feeling better.
H: No. That’s the point. There is no next one. 
F: Did I do something wrong?
H: It’s not about you. I’m saying this is what 
you are going to get.
F: What? Your disease?
H: No. Pain.

F: I want to be human.
H: There’s nothing good about being human.
F: I want to feel your emotions.
H: It’s not worth it.

H: I feel betrayed.
F: By whom?
H: Everyone. My family. My friends. My 
teachers. Films. Theatres. Books. Everything.
F: Why?
H: No one told me it’s gonna be like this. And 
I’m so scared when it happens. 
Pain feels different when you are a human.

*Fox slapped themself*

H: Why do you do that?
F: Is this what you want? 
H: What do you feel?
F: I feel like at the end of a million lightnings.
H: Then you don’t understand.
F: Why? It feels the same.
H: You chose. I didn’t.

H: I’m saying I can’t go to the party. Or the 
next one. Or the next one after the next one. I 
no longer want to.
F: Ok. If you don’t want to go to the party, 
that’s fine. It’s not for everyone.
H: That’s not what I said. I said I no longer 
want to. I lost the “want”. I lost it. 

H: Pain is a creature. That’s it. Pain is a 
creature. Does it make sense?
F: What kind of creature?
H: Creature in the sense that it grows. It 
moves. It eats. 
F: Go on.
H: It’s an attack on Self. My body wants to kill 
me. I want to kill my body. Either way, I die, 
don’t I.  
F: Pain isn’t the muse. 
H: I hate it when people say that about Frida 
Kahlo. Muse gives. Pain eats.
You will have died twice.
F: Perhaps the reason why people don’t see 
what you see is, not many have the same 
condition as yours.
H: Everyone, at one point in their life, has 
what I’m having. 

H: I can’t go to the party. I want you to know 
this isn’t the person I had dreamt of. I used 
to long for adventures. My apartment is filled 

with adventure film DVDs. If a fox had come 
to ask me to go to a party, it would have been 
my dream come true. Nothing ever happens 
to a girl sitting on a sofa in pajamas.
F: What do you want to become?
H: Don’t you know?
F: Someone with life.
H: Energy. To be precise.
F: Someone who enjoys life.
H: Someone who drinks and parties and 
fucks, like a character in an American teenage 
movie. The opposite of what is expected of 
me.
F: Are you saying you have become a boring 
lifeless Asian stereotype.
H: I’m saying without drinks and parties and 
fucks, I don’t know how else I can enjoy my 
youth.
F: You can do that if you want.
H: But. Health.
F: Once you say “health”. No one can say 
otherwise.
H: Yes. Stay at home. Rest. Get better. Then 
we can party like normal.
What if there is no “better”? Just is.
Please don’t become a human.

F: There is always that other option.
H: Make a big splash! Living towards your 
death. Die with a big bang!
F: I can’t suggest that.
H: Yes. But I can decide that for myself. 
But I don’t want to die.
F: Of course.
H: Why should I do that at the cost of my life? 
While everyone else just has to pay with a 
hangover?
They say there are only two choices for us, 
aren’t there?
F: Yes.
H: And that’s why I feel angry.

They taught us self-destruction is inevitable 
as a human.
That death is not for me. It’s for you. A 
beautiful death. A glorious pain. Fetish. That’s 
what it is. Let me die in tremendously elegant 
agony on stage, so that you feel better about 
yourself. What a condescending privileged 
idiotic lie.

F: You still haven’t answered my question.
H: What question?
F: What do you want from me?
H: What does anyone in pain want?
All the arts, all the lyrics, all the plays come 
down to this.
I want help.

The circle shines on Human as they sit in the 
chair. The circle appears under Fox as well. 
Human crawls from the chair to get outside of 
the circle. In pain.
The circles continue to change in sizes and 
quantities. Instead of running away, Human... 
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Crying Wolf performance details 

• Dramaturg’s note [appearing below in 
square brackets]: 
o In this performance, the virtual/projected 
and the physical complement each other and 
together form the world that this story takes 
place. 
o The physical is what an outsider would see; 
the projected is only seen by the character. 
The actions in each dimension affect ones in 
the other. 
o The wolf is the pain, the ugly, the time 
bomb, the devil, and, most importantly, part of 
the character. Crying wolf is an act of crying 
for help, for others to ‘witness me’ and ‘believe 
me.’
o To Eat is to consume; passive eating/
reaction lets the Wolf taking over while active 
eating/action lets the character regain a sense 
of control. In this sense, to Eat is also to 
create.
o This is a journey of acceptance and 
reconciliation, which is also an act of taking 
back control. There will be three cries 
and three accompanied ‘eats,’ reacting, 
negotiating, and deciding.
o The three times do not necessarily happen 
chronologically. Countless encounters have 
happened.
o The final becoming is one coming to terms 
with chronic pain and learning to live not for 
it, not by it, but with it. It should not be viewed 
as a simple tragic story. It is hopeful.

1. The entering 
- Darkness.
- Music (Dong Dong Dong….) [00:19] 
[00:27] [00:35] [00:43][00:51]
- [time the seconds, left foot dong, right 
foot no sound, 12 steps]

- Performer coming in from the 
corridor, with head torch 
[Signified: 1) underground, cold, 
claustrophobic, danger; 2) searching; 3) 
warning]
- Blinding light piecing through the 
darkness 
- Walking into the space
- Turn off the torch, darkness, 
projection on
[This is the returning from the outside 
world to the inside, as well as an invitation 
to the audience for them to peek inside the 
character’s world.] 

2. The relaxing [01:06 projection on]
- Bedroom setting
- Performer walking normally, take off 
the outer pants, lying on the bed, scrolling 
through the phone
[One returns from a dark, disorienting, and 
potentially dangerous outside world after 
another fruitless searching and enters into 
a seemingly safe space/one’s bedroom. This 
sequence reflects what the performer would 
normally do in this situation.]

3. The first happening – the reaction
- Rain 
- Performer caressing the legs, slowly 
turns to light scratching, more scratching, 
heavy frantic scratching
[This isn’t the first time the person encounters 
the Wolf, and they know something is 
happening/Wolf is coming, hence heightened 
state and tensed muscles. They are nervous.]
- Wolf comes, appears in projection 
[02:13][02:21]
- Performer moving frantically, 
animalistic, crawling, grabbing the ‘food’ on 
the string [part of space], eating

[The Wolf is taking over. The person wants it 
to go away. The ‘food’ is medicine, placebo, 
comforts, or anything that ‘helps.’]
- The wolf goes away, but some space 
is eaten.
- She spits out some red pearls

4. The aftershock – the recovering
- Everything seems to be back to 
normal

- Performer comes back to themselves, 
looks at the phone, throws away the phone. 
Sits on the bed, fidgeting, constantly turning 
their head as if looking for something. Stands 
up. Walks around. Feet weirdly stomping as 
they walk.
[They know this isn’t over. The wolf is coming 
back. They are preparing themselves and 
their body is affected by previous encounter.]
[circle white light]
- Then they decide, and pull out the 
makeup bag.
- Start applying eye shadow. They can 
feel the veins on their hands throbbing, as 
if there are balloons inside her fingers. It’s 
becoming increasingly difficult to hold the 
brush. They try some hand workouts to boost 
the blood flow. The blood balloons.
- They switch hand to apply lipstick. It’s 
not their dominant hand. Lipstick is applied 
quite messy.
- They know the wolf is coming. They 
want to throw away the lipstick but stop 
themselves (They like the lipstick and it’s 
expensive lol)
- They are doing some breath work, 
meditating, waiting.
[Again, applying makeup and doing mentally 
preparation are other ways that this 
performer would normally do to deal with the 

anxiety, pressure, pain; etc.]

5. The second happening – the 
negotiation
- The clock chimes
- Wolf comes, appears in projection, 
eating more of the space
- They try to remain calm. They grab 
one ‘food’ from the string, and try to eat it 
with grace. Tried.
- The wolf goes away, but more space 
is eaten.

6. Aftershock 2 – the preparing
- The performer sits up. They have to 
prepare now. Really.
- They gather the red pearls they spit 
out earlier and stick them to their face (maybe)
- They strip themselves, revealing a 
white bra made of the same material.
[The strange materials that is subverting the 
space actually come from within the person. 
The Wolf is and will for a long time still be a 
part of the person.]
- They pick up the phone. They sit on 
THAT chair. They start [eating] the space, as 
if they are just snacks.
[The chair is a subverted version of a 
comfortable resting chair, covered with the 
white waxed cotton material. It is being 
invaded by the otherness, but at the same 
time, it almost feels like the stuff is growing 
from within the chair. It signifies the state 
of acceptance and is a manifest of the state 
where two bodies live in one flesh.]

7. The third happening – the 
reconciliation/becoming
- They hear the bell chimes. They put 
on the mask.
[The mask is made of the same material. 

Putting on the mask finishes the step 
of transformation. The person reveals 
themselves to be one flesh with two bodies. 
The messy lipstick is now covered by 
whiteness. The signs that an outsider might 
perceive to be miserable, crazy, extra is now 
gone. The person does not need pity or ‘special 
attention’ now.] 
- Wolf comes, appears in projection.
- Performer appears in projection, 
taking back the space
- They look at the audience. Three 
bodies are looking at the audience.
- The countdown ends. The bell chimes 
for the last time. 
- Black out until the audio ends.

THE END

[After this, staff, probably tech, will invite the 
audience to come into the space and explore 
it in detail.]
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1. Have you looked away during the 
performance? If so, what makes you turn 
away? If not, how do you feel? 
No I have not. Very much captivated by the 
performance.

2. Do you think you are watching or 
witnessing? If you are witnessing, what have 
you witnessed?
I think I’m watching. Although I find it 
relatable as I too experienced various degree 
of pain (maybe not to chronic extent) while 
keeping up with society expectations to 
be strong enough to cope, I do view the 
performances (because I watched two 
different ones) as separated stories from 
personal experiences. 

3. Do you want to talk to someone after the 
performance? Why or why not?
Not really. For me it’s like reading someone’s 
diary. You wouldn’t want to share someone’s 
diary entry with the world or to interpret what 
and why they reacted that way.

1. Have you looked away during the 
performance? If so, what makes you turn 
away? If not, how do you feel? 
No. The performance is enjoyable. 

2. Do you think you are watching or 
witnessing? If you are witnessing, what have 
you witnessed?
Witness. I guess everyone has that moment 
when our body fails to do what our minds 
want us to do, or to react. It is rather 
frustrating, even more when we failed to get 
others’ understanding 

3. Do you want to talk to someone after the 
performance? Why or why not?
No. Pain to me is something personal. As 
much as I wish people can understand what 
I might be going through I don’t feel the need 
to explain my pain. I would say watching the 
performance is more of a conversation with 
myself.

1. Have you looked away during the 
performance? If so, what makes you turn 
away? If not, how do you feel? 
I couldn’t really look away but there were 
certain moments when I felt uncomfortable 
that a part of me wanted to, like when the 
performer came into the performance 
space crawling. It wasn’t just that her 
movements, combined with the soundtrack 
and the lighting conditions that was creepy. 
It probably would’ve been fine if there 
was a clearer separation of the ‘stage’ and 
‘auditorium’. But the fact that I was in the 
front row and sitting down on the floor so 
that my sightline was pretty much the same 
as the performer’s  increased that level of 
proximity and made me feel more vulnerable 
to the approaching ‘monster’-like, animalistic 
crawling movements of the performer. 

2. Do you think you are watching or 
witnessing? If you are witnessing, what have 
you witnessed?
I think I was watching. Not really witnessing 
because the situation seemed really 
crafted. But it was a slightly self conscious, 
uncomfortable way of watching like how you 
‘watch’ animals in a zoo. Unlike just happened 
to have witnessed something, I was voluntarily 
watching. And just watching someone in 
distress (and at that proximity) and not doing 
anything/not being in a situation where I am 
to do anything felt unethical and uneasy.

3. Do you want to talk to someone after the 
performance? Why or why not?
I did want to talk about it with the other 
audience members, like what they thought of 
it, what they thought was happening in order 
to process it in my mind. Otherwise there was 
just an unsettling feeling that I couldn’t do 
anything with.

1. Have you looked away during the 
performance? If so, what makes you turn 
away? If not, how do you feel? 
I couldn’t get my eyes away from the 
performance, The area, the sound and 
the person acting created an entrancing 
atmosphere. I was constantly trying to 
understand what was being shown.

2. Do you think you are watching or 
witnessing? If you are witnessing, what have 
you witnessed? 
I think I was witnessing inner struggle in the 
characters portrayal. I felt like I wasn’t just an 
audience, but interacting to it like a genuine 
event. I didn’t know what to do but watch.

3. Do you want to talk to someone after the 
performance? Why or why not?
Yeah, I talked a lot about it to the people 
that was there, I was very curious on how 
people felt and what they assume they were 
watching. I then talked to my friends about 
and recommend them to see it. Some people 
that came in late, assumed a more horror take 
of it, some felt it had more horror elements. 
I did feel that at some points thinking a jump 
scare was gonna happen. The music really 
emphasised that feeling. I talked to a group 
while doing a different workshop and they 
did first assume it was a ring / grudge thing 
because of the costume and the hair down. 
A talked a to an old couple and he felt sad for 
the reality of it and found it very informative.




